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DRIVERS ARE UGLY?
Sorry Olivia Rodrigo, it turns out that not 
having your drivers liscense actually makes 
you 40 percent hotter, according to a new 
study. Ladies, run to your nearest DMV and 
revoke that liscense ASAP!
  

MENTAL ILLNESS = GONE
Good news for all you mindfulness 
hippies! Newfound scientific research 
has discovered that the 60 second 
technique is 100% guaranteed to fix all 
your mental health problems. Goodbye 
depression, hello 60-seconds of extra  
study time!

GUIOU THE FRAUD!
SPHS teacher Jared Guiou has confessed 
to faking his knowledge of math! Guiou told 
Tiger that once hired, he began making up 
nonsensical things, such as the unit circle, to 
maintain his career.

Listen to Nightmare on Mission Street hosted by Asian Girl and Midcenturymodern. 
It’s really interesting. Trust us. 
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AP U.S. Government teacher Maryann Nielsen announced 
to the public that she re-registered her political affiliation 
to the Republican Party this past week. An individual 
known for her staunch liberal beliefs, this decision has 
sent shockwaves throughout campus. 

In the weeks leading up to this proclamation, there were 
many unconfirmed student reports of Nielsen’s erratic 
behavior in the classroom. 

“She’s hit the method acting a bit too hard,” an anonymous 
student said. “We’ve always known that she likes to play 

STORY I MADE THAT BUSSIN’ 
LOBSTER, Sasha Simp
PHOTO SPICY LATINA, sugar baby

Rumor has it, she’s 
still analyzing

Nielsen joins the dark side

APRIL 1, 2021

TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS: Students of beloved teacher, Maryann Nielsen, watch 
fearfully as the effects of her political party switch take over their education.

the devil’s advocate in discussions. But I don’t know who 
this is anymore!”

A couple of these supposed reports have eyebrow-raising 
implications. Nielsen has allegedly subjected students to 
“stop the steal” chants whenever she pops into a breakout 
room. Others began worrying when Nielsen’s signature 
drink, Diet Coke, was replaced by non-alcoholic whiskey.

The other teachers from the Social Studies department 
have expressed their worry, and campus conspiracy 
theorists have also weighed in on the situation. Wild 
speculation ranges from espionage to the supernatural. 

“Possession, I tell you,” one individual said solemnly. 
“What else can it be? It’s the work of Annemarie.”

Katherine Jaroch is sprawled at her desk, legs up on the 
table, hands behind her head. At around 5’4, unassuming 
is perhaps an overstatement. Yet a deep cunningness lies 
just below her small frame. A cunningness that is capable 
of inflicting deep psychological turmoil. Overanalyzation.

I walk into her classroom and present to her the common 
courtesy greeting.

“Good morning, Ms. Jaroch! How are you?”

“Goodmorning?,” she inquires. “What are the origins of 
this phrase? How did it become so common in the western 
world? And ‘How are you...?’ How is that different from 
‘how are you doing?’ Is there even a difference?”

My God, it’s 8:30 in the morning; I can’t do this right now.

My head hurts already. Is it the coffee? The blue light? 
The purge? Or the fact that I stayed up all night finishing 
The Great Gatbsy because I didn’t stay on task with the 
reading and sparknoted all the summaries?

She invites me to yoga. The cure to the headaches of 
overanalyzation? Of course Ms. Jaroch practices yoga. I 
politely decline. She’s now at the top of a desk in the back 
corner of the room, full crane. Monkey?

I find myself having flashbacks as I make my way around 
her classroom. To the time I stayed up until 3 a.m. taking 
intermittent naps as I gasped my way through an entire 
“independent reading project.” Or the time I was too tired 
to finish my “Big 5” at 8 p.m. so I watched “Boogie Nights” 
and woke up at 6 a.m. to grind it out.

Now the classroom is… spinning? Ms. Jaroch is in a spider 
position on the ceiling? Is this what LSD feels like? Am I 
tripping on last night’s Virgina Woolf excerpt?

I leave her on the ceiling and continue about my day? 
Flustered? What does this all mean if it’s in a different 
context? Was that all an illusion? I’ve never been inside 
Ms. Jaroch’s classroom. Darn all that yoga. To the 
lighthouse we go.

STORY ASIAN GIRL, Supa Funny 
don’t lie  

This vaccine flops...
STORY CHRONIC 
HEADACHECHRONIC HEADACHE, 
Definitely needs to sleepmoreShould 
definitely sleep more 
ILLUSTRATION ZOOK’D, 
S.Pellegrino enjoyer
On Wednesday, March 24, health officials warned of 
newly discovered coronavirus vaccine side effects. 
Recipients have reported growing scales and feathers 
among many other severe symptoms, making it difficult 
to carry on with daily life.

Reports have also detailed that members of the LGBTQ+ 
community who have received the vaccine are coming 
out as homophobic. Sophomore Jayden Tran got his 
second dose last week and claims he has been repenting 
and coming to terms with his new identity.

“One day, I was crushing on some guy across the country. 
The next? I was crying for hours about how horrible that 
was,” Tran said. “I’m contemplating admitting myself into 
conversion therapy and I even stopped watching RuPaul’s 
Drag Race!”

B-I-N-G-O and Bingo was his name-o
Going back to school and excited for hybrid learning? See who can 
get five in a row first!

Get yelled at for  
standing too close 
to someone during 

brunch

Accidentally cheat 
during an in-person 

test
Spot an anti-masker Get lost going to 

class on the first day
Someone coughs one 

too many times

Forget basic social 
communication

Wince as your 
teacher wears their 

mask under their 
nose

See someone fully 
dressed in the free 
SPHS hoodie and 

sweatpants

You and the teacher 
are the only ppl in 
your class because 
everyone moved to 

cohort C

All your mental 
health issues are 

cured being back on 
campus

Freeze in the class-
rooms without your 
usual three layers on

Admire Mr. 
McGough’s post-

quarantine rip

Don’t say a word to 
anybody

Keenly avoid all your 
former teachers on 

campus

Observe someone’s 
existential crisis 

dyed hair

Stare at the clock 
the entire class, 

counting down the 
minutes until you 
can go back in the 

comfort of your 
home

Teacher forgets 
about distance 

learning kids while 
teaching in person

Come to school in 
pajamas

Late to school after 
waking up at 8:25 

a.m.

Sit in silence for 
the last 40 minutes 
of class since your 

teacher can no 
longer let you out of 

the Zoom early

Burp in class, 
forgetting you can’t 

mute yourself

Go to school on the 
wrong cohort day

Have withdrawal 
symptoms from not 

being on TikTok 
during class

Reconnect with an 
old friend

STORY #1 XC CHEERLEADER, Second place Kahoot champion & *SAD CAT 
NOISES*, wannabesenior
GRAPHIC ZOOK’D, S.Pellegrino enjoyer
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Boos & Bravos - Childhood Trauma

BOOS BRAVOS

EDITOR IN CHIEF
TOKEN BLACK LESBIAN, Taurus  Queen

 MANAGING EDITORS  
AXEL, HYUN’S SON

I’M NOT OBSESSED, JUST ZEALOUSLY 
SUPPORTIVE, Drama Activist

 
NEWS 

#1 XC CHEERLEADER, 2nd place Kahoot 
champion

FIFI DORMIR, Thinker...

OPINION 
ASIAN GIRL, Supa Funny, Don’t Lie

(NOT A) MALE MANIPULATOR, Great-
Ape Gorilla

FEATURE 
MIDCENTURY MODERN, Architect of My 

Own Demise
SNOOKI FAN, The Best Cancer Sun Sorry 

Adam

SPORTS 
OUT SICK, Hufflepuff

ANONYMOUS LEMUR, Lactose Lover

DESIGN 
PHONE EATS FIRST, #Healtharchives

REGINA PHALANGE, Wackadoodle
I AM DAVID BLAINE, Procrastinator

OWO, uwu

PHOTOGRAPHY
SPONTANEOUS OVERTHINKER, 

Wavestorm Captain
PRINCESS CONSUELA BANANA 

HAMMOCK, Indecisive Potato

COPY  
I WOULD JOIN A CULT IF I WAS PEER 
PRESSURED TO, Cancer Sun, Virgo Moon, 

Libra Rising :)
PATHOLOGICAL LIAR, Yeah, Sorry My 

Wifi cut out

SENIOR STAFF WRITER 
THIS LOBSTER BUSSIN’, RIP SASHA

STAFF WRITERS
@TRISHLIKEFISH88, 

Trendsetter & Gatekeeper
PHOEBE BRIDGERS STALKER, 

Needs  Therapy
I MADE THAT BUSSIN’ LOBSTER,  

Sasha Simpi
Bruh…,  Licensed Therapist
CHRONIC HEADACHE, 

Should Definitley Sleep More
INDEFATIGABLY INDEFATIGABLE

SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
BOATY MCBOATFACE, In-House Canceler

PHOTOGRAPHERS
SPICY LATINA, Sugar Baby

VLONESEAN, Full Sender 
ANONYMOUS SHREW, Fabulous Squid

SENIOR STAFF ILLUSTRATORS
LIAM SERWIN, Your Worst Nightmare

ZOOK’D, S.Pellegrino enjoyer 

ILLUSTRATOR
:(,  Clown

VIDEOGRAPHER
THAT ONE GUY

WEBMASTER
LOCAL RAMEN DEALER, Hackermans

*SAD CAT NOISES*, Wannabesenior

FACULTY ADVISOR 
NOT THAT KIND OF KAREN!, Cat 

Wrangler

TIGER CUB IS PRODUCED BY THE ADVANCED 

JOURNALISM NEWSPAPER CLASS AT SOUTH 

PASADENA HIGH SCHOOL.

SIGNED ARTICLES APPEARING IN TIGER CUB 

REPRESENT THE WRITER’S OPINIONS AND DO NOT 

NECESSARILY REFLECT THE VIEWS OF THE STAFF, 

STUDENT BODY, FACULTY OR ADMINISTRATION OF 

SPHS.

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES HAVE BEEN A DISASTER FOR THE HUMAN RACE. 

THEY HAVE GREATLY INCREASED THE LIFE EXPECTANCY OF THOSE OF US WHO LIVE IN “ADVANCED” 

COUNTRIES, BUT THEY HAVE DESTABILIZED SOCIETY, HAVE MADE LIFE UNFULFILLING, HAVE SUBJECTED 

HUMAN BEINGS TO INDIGNITIES, HAVE LED TO WIDESPREAD PSYCHOLOGICAL SUFFERING (IN THE THIRD 

WORLD TO PHYSICAL SUFFERING AS WELL) AND HAVE INFLICTED SEVERE DAMAGE ON THE NATURAL 

WORLD. 

Racism seems to be an issue at SPHS, but nobody really knows what to do.
Racism: Definitely a problem

T
he word racism is defined as prejudice, discrimination, 
or antagonism directed against a person or people 
on the basis of their membership in a particular 

racial or ethnic group, typically one that is a minority 
or marginalized. This is to say that racism is definitely 
not good. Moreover, some students have suggested that 
racism, one of society’s biggest problems, Might even be 
present on SPHS campus.

“I think the Black experience must be really difficult,” an 
anonymous representative the local Anti-Bias club said. “I 
think if I were Black at SPHS, I would probably encounter 
a lot of racism.”

This has been a long-standing trend at SPHS — Despite 
many initiatives launched by the peer mediators 
and similar student groups, racism appears to still 
exist on campus. The issue seems to be particularly 
prevalent amongst African-American students, though 
unfortunately we couldn’t actually get in touch with any of 
them for this article.

Despite this, I have listened to some MLK speeches and 
my girlfriend is reading an Angela Davis book, so I feel 
completely prepared to tackle this subject myself. I 
personally think racism is very problematic, and I firmly 
believe that SPHS students need to do something about it.

I personally feel immense sympathy for the plight of non-
white students, and feel that it is my responsibility to 
help. As someone who has seen racism unfold before my 
eyes, I think it is the duty of every SPHS student to say an 
emphatic “NO!” whenever someone is racist/asks them to 
be racist. As MLK once said, “we should all get along,” and 
I think these words ring more true than ever today. With 

so much division, I think it is very important that me and 
my White peers hear these words and stop being racist to 
help heal our community. That said, it can be really hard to 
tell what is racist sometimes, and in those situations you 
should probably let it slide.

Moreover, it goes without saying that administration is part 
of the problem. Between not actively working to address 
racism on campus and beyond that, by allowing racism to 
exist on campus, it would not be an exaggeration to say that 
Admin is almost solely at fault for SPHS’s racism. From the 
blindingly white walls to the astoundingly white features 
of our Tiger mascot, white supremacy literally surrounds 
the SPHS student body.

As important as it is to address racism on campus, we 
cannot ignore the concerns of racist/white students 
when handling this issue. SPHS should be a welcoming 
community for everybody, so it’s important that we hear 
all sides of the issue.

“We actually think racism is kind of okay,” said an 
anonymous representative of the Young Conservatives 
Club, “Like, it sucks that people are racist but freedom of 
speech is important and I think it’s a much bigger issue 
that admin doesn’t let us say the n-word.”

All of this is to say that racism on campus is a very 
complicated issue, and that only the administration can 
fix it. I think that a strong solution would come in the form 
of a policy I like to call “Racism Wednesday.” Ostensibly, 
this policy would demand an end to racism on campus, 
while also opening Mr. Valcorza’s classroom (Seeing as Mr. 
Valcorza values all ideas) Wednesday as an open and safe 
space for racists to openly discuss their beliefs. 

Tiger Cub’s cheers and jeers for Whiteboy Summer.

BOO to eighth grade drama kids. Heathers is not cool.

BOO to Dan Schneider. I did not need to see Miranda 
Cosgrove’s feet at 8 years old.

BOO to Whiteboy Summer. Nobody wants that. :(

BOO to doodlebod. Why in god’s name did they air 
that episode that is still one of the most messed up 
things I’ver ever seen.

BOO to metal playground slides. My cheeks already  
too hot.

BRAVO to white parents. Nothing is better for a 
developing child than a diet of literally just Lunchables.

BRAVO to nap time in kindergarden. You never really 
know what you got till it’s gone.

BRAVO to Kim Possible for being hot .#sexualawakening

BRAVO to PBS and Qubo. That’s why I grew up more 
educated than you cable SWINES.

BRAVO to Fruit Loops for bringing back fruit loop 
straws. Now I can drink milk.

APRIL FOOOOOOLS
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STORY OWO, uwu
ILLUSTRATION OWO, uwu

How to pretend you’ve read Marx to get those ladies going 
awugawugawugawugawugawugawugawugawugawuga

SPUSD must pay Tiger Cub’s slaving staff
We want that dolla dolla $$$$$$ bills y’all I’m staying up till 12 i want money compensation for this it’s
literally Spring break and we hve to get this stupid joke issue out WE SHOULD BE GETTING PAID $$$$

Tiger cub Newspaper is a non-profit school 
organization spreading socialist leftist ideologies 

to young impressionable monkeys since 1913, shortly 
after the birth of Ben Ku. 

Unbeknownst to students, Tiger Cub was built off 
of the labors of enslaved children, sucked into the 
company through promises of companionship, and 
trapped by promoting them to next year’s editors. 

Such employees would then be forced to produce 
articles and graphics within a short period of time, all 
for monthly validations from your higher-ups which 
makes you feel a brief sense of accomplishment in 
what you have produced until you realize people are 
only going to read the Boos and Bravos, none of which 
you submitted. 

Though all child slaves at Tiger Cub over the past 
century have not been paid, recent evidence has 
surfaced that points to a wage gap between male and 
female students. According to a study in 2020, for 

every dollar a male employee of Tiger Cub doesn’t 
make, a female doesn’t make 77 cents. Any money 
that was made goes to the CEO of the company, Mrs. 
Hames, who is using said money to fund charities 
such as Global March and the SPHS football team.

As victims of such injustice, we must stand up to the 
administration through actions of defiance including 
speling owor wurds laik dis and creating symbolic art 
like such. Workers of Tiger Cub, unite!
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Vroman’s: Show your girl what real literature looks 
like. DWF (Because you will probably at some point 
make a woman feel deeply uncomfortable, but it’s only 
because she can’t handle your tortured eccentricity), 
John Updike (make sure to talk about the mundanity 
of life), and David Sedaris (because it makes you 
inclusive?? No one can call you out for making gay 
jokes if you read David Sedaris). 

Goodwill: Gripe about how the corporatizing of 
charity is proof that capitalism is messed-up. Buy one 
t-shirt, wear it once, and then keep on J-Crewin’ baby.

Kaldi: Black coffee because you’re a man of the 
people. (Well, actually, you know you’re better than 
just about everyone and you can only really relate to 
dead authors, but just like Marxism, fake it until you 
make it. I won’t tell, at least not until I write a “how to 
pretend you’ve read theory” article.)

I’m not sure why ladies are so into theory, fellas. 
Maybe it’s because Karl Marx himself was such a 
daddy with that fluffy beard and smart brain. Perhaps 
you guys should add to the ingeunity and dawn the 
19th century black coat as well. Rick Owens? Really? 
I don’t think so. I’m thinking Santa Claus beard. But, 
we’ll let you keep the Vans on. Got to at least show a 
little mainstream. Break a leg. As Lenin always said, 
“You have to stay fitted in front of your girl.”

STORY MIDCENTURY MODERN, 
Architect of My Own Demise
ILLUSTRATION LIAM SERWIN, 
Your Worst Nightmare

Theory is sexy again. But if you’re actually reading, you 
got no time for that sweet action, so reap the benefits 
without putting in the hours. Make Marx proud and 
fake it till you make it (making it being successfully 
postured as some kind of ethical/political/musical/
literary/cinematic authority). 

Most of these tips have nothing to do with theory, but 
remember, theory isn’t even the point. It’s all about 
curating a persona. 

Google “what is true communism” or “Marxist theory 
not for dummies but for (let’s be honest) straight men 
with a big fat chip on their shoulder” and squirrel 
away a few select lines of someone else’s analysis. 

Bonus points if you can work in the words anaclisis 
and solipsism and relate communism to your life 
personally while regurgitating (probably to a date). 
Note: Regurgitation should take no less than 15 
uninterrupted minutes. 

Say that you only take public transportation, lament 
that it costs money, but also Uber literally everywhere.
Inside everyone lives a tiny monster that wants to 
patronize. Most people repress it. Embrace it!

You have three date options you hunky hunk hunk: 
Vroman’s, Goodwill, or Kaldi. 

EXTRA: get the ladies swooning even more you 
misogynists... Planned Parenthood merchandise <3
STORY ASIAN GIRL, Supa Funny, Don’t 
Lie
ILLUSTRATION ZOOK’D, 
S.Pellegrino Enjoyer
Planned Parenthood is women’s rights. Females all love 
their Planned Parenthoods. All femails be wearing they 
Planned Parenthood pins on their backpacks and stuff, 
they got those ‘I Stand With Planned Parenthood’ stickers 
on their MacBook laptops and stuff and a lucky, well-
endowed female may even have a patch or poster with 
some LGBT stuff cuz  gay rights = Planned Parenthood.

Now Planned Parenthood merch in middle school is 
reserved solely for the female because womens rights are 
gay. But in highschool, one comes to the realization that 
Planned Parenthood is mad p*ss bait.

Planned Parenthood merch when worn by the straight 
male is extremely potent, the strongest aphrodisiac 
known 2 man. 

Some Jonathan can be like, “yeah I think abortion should 
be a family decision.” “Well there should be a cut off when 
the heart starts beating.” “Teen pregnancies are scarier 

for the dad because now women make all the decisions.” 
Now, if he was wearing some nasty gray tee, we females 
would be like “shut the BLEEP up Jonathan small peepee 
man!” But if he dawning that pink? maaaaannnn say less 
Jonathan. 

“Yeah, I think skating is really cool. OMG is that a Planned 
Parenthood sticker on your board, babe?” Who cares if he 
got da Joe Rogan playlist blasting if he got dat pink tee?

Now don’t get me mistaken for some simpy simpsimpson 
here: I down my birth control that’s not for my period 
everyday at 8:45 a.m.  with two shots of espresso and stain 
the cup with peach bomb lip gloss that I shoplifted. And I 
don’t call my boyfriend back until after 8 p.m.

What I’m tryna say is that Planned Parenthood merch b 
hitting DIF.  If a sophomore guy were to show up at my 
doorstep in some Planned Parenthood merch, I might 
hafta rethink my obsession with older men that’s how DIF

And it’s not just Planned Parenthood merch!!!!! 
Reposting infographics on your Insta story?! HUBBA 
HUBBA HUBBA BUBBA! You say rape is bad?! What a hot 
take, that’s so wild, we should go out some time.  

Give us money or
We’ll Eat your toes
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depop drama

STORY THIS LOBSTER BUSSIN’, 
RIP Sasha & I MADE THAT BUSSIN’ 
LOBSTER, Sasha Simp
ILLUSTRATION :(, clown

Y/n x Matthew Tsai

It’s totally 
fine, I swear     
MIDCENTURY 

MODERN, Architect 
of my own demise

PREMIER AVRIL 2021

Q: Can I say I’m gay 
for clout? 
A: Hey, cowboy, do what makes you feel good. 
Sometimes, when I need to unwind after a long day 
of inner turmoil and general unhappiness, I just sit 
out on the porch and count some ants. 

A few decades back, I bought an abandoned turquoise 
mine with the last of my late great grandpappy’s 
bounty hunting spoils. I soon realized that I might’ve 
made a big mistake. Huge, à la Pretty Woman.

I made my way down to the saloon that I co-own with 
my best friend and go-to falconer Trip. I was kickin’ 
up a mighty dusty cloud and wettin’ it right back 
down with my tears.

I drank my way right down to the scorpion at the 
bottom of the bottle, just like in American Honey. 
(I know. Shia LeBeouf is a very bad man, but if 
that movie just doesn’t pull at my heartstrings.) I 
stumbled back to my mine, determined to make 
peace with my purchase.

I was suffering from a pretty bad case of buyer’s 
remorse (and plantar fasciitis). I felt just about ready 
to pull a little Girl, Interrupted. Yes, I own a turquoise 
mine. Yes, I have an eclectic cinematic sensibility. 
Stop trying to box me in! That’s what my first wife 
did and I think it really disoriented my sense of self. 

As I was muckin’ around in the dirt, a little glimpse 
of something blue caught my eye. I knelt down in the 
sandy soil and uncovered a piece of turquoise. The 
mine wasn’t a bust after all. 

The next day I brought Trip and his three best 
falcons and their three best mice down with me. We 
found a whole trove of beautiful blue turquoise, just 
askin’ to be turned into jewelry and sold at highway 
robbery prices at a state fair. That’s just what we did. 
Trip and I went into business together for a second 
time and we’re closer than ever. 

You know, people tried to tell us that the jewelry 
might put too much strain on our relationship, but 
it really just brought us closer together. 

People also warned us about gettin’ into bed with 
turquoise. It’s known around these parts as the 
devil’s tonsil stones. But hey, me, Trip, and the 
turquoise are getting along just great. 

My summer squash blossom, Marilyn, is an entirely 
different story. I just don’t think she gets me like 
Trip does. Deep down, she’s a big city slicker. All 
of her denim is from Chicos. She got a Peloton 
delivered to the ranch and she knows how I feel 
about the stylishly mythical inaccessibility of 
exercise perpetuated by evil corporations. God, I 
hate Lululemon. 

Long story short, if for nothing else, say you’re gay to 
stick it to Reagan. God, I hate Reagan. 

BACHELOR #1: NOAH
Likes: topsheets, assigning 
irrelevant news articles 
at 2 a.m.
Dislikes: swearing, duvets, 
when the district rejects 
wellness day

Tiger Cub’s Most Eligible 
Bachelors

BACHELOR #3: MATT
Likes: showering facing 
towards the showerhead, 
podcasting (red flag)
Dislikes: when people 
ditch Tiger for Y&G, 
Katharine

BACHELOR #2: OSCAR
Likes: Watching pimple 
popping videos, building 
knick knacks 
Dislikes: long walks on 
the beach, sunsets, cuddly 
animals

The bell rings, signaling the end of the lunch period. I 
rush to pack my stuff, ready to head into my next class 

in Room 615. My heart starts palpitating. Adrenaline 
pumps through my blood as I tuck my midnight black 
hair behind my ear. My hands slide down my curvaceous 
hourglass figure, hidden by my baggy gray hoodie that I 
thrifted for five dollars. 

Calm down Y/n, I tell myself sternly. You’re only going to 
Tiger. But remember who’s there waiting for you in Tiger, a 
voice in my head purrs. You know who. 

As a staff writer for two years, I have spent endless hours 
researching and pouring my heart into all my articles for 
him, only to receive a page of harsh comments and a brief 
note in green at the bottom. 

After the culmination of all my efforts, the notes were 
always heart wrenching to me. I only ever wrote my best 
for him, but he never noticed.

I take a deep breath and enter the room. All eyes look up 
to witness a foreign sight: Matthew Tsai laughing. A cute, 
husky chuckle that sends sparks down my spine. No, this 
can’t be. I can’t actually be in love with MATTHEW TSAI. 

A pink flush blooms across my cheeks and I drop my 
head, rushing towards my seat in the back. I suddenly 
tense, feeling goosebumps appear on my arms. Hearing 
his sigh, I feel his body heat against my back.

“Y/n, have you done your edits for the baseball article?”

I pout. Why does he only pay attention to me when he 
wants to talk about my articles? I’ve had enough. Time 
for a different tactic. I turn around, biting my lip and 
squinting my eyes.  “You like this, baby?” 

He shyly blushes and fiddles with his fingers. “Yeah,” 
he responds. I grab my scarf and tie it around his arms, 
leading him outside of the room. 

I walked him to the lunch tables and tied him to a nearby 
tree. Then, someone catches my eye. She radiates in the 
sunlight. An angel, a goddess, my queen. 

“Stay,” I command Matthew. Then, I run after her. “Hey!”

That glorious face turns around, and my heart stops in its 
tracks. Her hair flies past her face, soft notes of roses and 
lilies drifting in the breeze. My hand reaches out to tuck a 
stray strand of hair behind her ears.

I tower over her, my five feet seven inch model-esque 
body over her dainty, five feet figure. 

“Christine,” I whisper.

“Damn mami, you a rare breed. No comparing and it’s 
scary. I could take you to the parents, then to Paris, and 
plan a wedding. You the type I wanna marry, keep you 
merry. I’ll put the ring on when you ready.”

“Take my hand,” I tell her gently. I lead her to the tree 
where Matthew is tied. “This is the atrocious man 
who attempted to take my heart. Despite his efforts, I 
remained strong for you, my love.”

Her hands flew to her face and tears clouded her eyes. 

“No, I can’t Y/n.” Her hands push me back and her dark 
orbs swim with tears. “I’m just not good enough for you.”

A violent surge of power suddenly courses through my 
body. I try to keep a poker face, but I can’t conceal my 
murderous rage as I drive my fist into the tree, missing 
Matthew’s face by two millimeters. 

“NOT GOOD ENOUGH?” I bellow. “YOU’RE ALL I WANT.”

Christine stops sniffling and looks up, startled.

“I WILL GO TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH FOR YOU. I 
WILL PROTECT YOU AS LONG AS I SHOULD LIVE AND 
BEYOND, MY PRINCESS.”

Her drenched cheeks are cherry red. I reached out with 
my huge, calloused hands to wipe her tears, and then, I 
leaned in. The End.

STORY@TRISHLIKEFISH88, 
Trendsetter & 
gatekeeper
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Quiz: Which mask do you wear? (guaranteed accuracy)

Top four hottest conservative hunks

What’s your favorite thing to do after school?
a. Begrudgingly join some random Zoom an ASB member 
dragged you to
b. Hang out with your friends in a totally safe way and 
post pictures of your very much socially-distanced party
c. Spend two hours waiting in the Veritas Zoom 
d. Sleep

Spot the Difference: Tiger Daddy Edition ;)

Favorite quarantine pastime?
a. Watching two roly polies hugging because gosh you 
miss human touch
b. Becoming a TikTok cliche by dying the hair behind 
your ears
c. Binging celeb masterclasses
d. Learning how to grow a victory garden

What extracurricular activities do you partake in?
a. Realizing that college is no longer an option and 
preparing yourself for van life after high school
b. Closely monitoring the news so that you can be ready 
to post a woke infographic on Insta when chaos ensues
c. Mining bitcoin and constantly reassuring people that 
it’s real
d. Eating a spindly carrot from your victory garden

What book have you read over quarantine?
a. The Communist Manifesto
b. Harry Potter for the eighth time
c. Only listening to audiobooks while taking solitary 
walks, looking increasingly disheveled each time you 
leave your house
d. Reading is for losers

Which teacher activity do you most closely align with?
a. Ms. Kadri being a mental health queen
b. Ms. Cutler baking brownies while ignoring all her 
students’ emails
c. Mr. Whitney going for a six-mile run while pondering a 
solution to his latest technological issue
d. Mr. McGough burpee-ing while contemplating which 
tortuous FRQ to give to his AP Calc students

STORY BRUH..., Licensed Therapist & 
PHOEBE BRIDGERS STALKER, 
Needs Therapy
PHOTOS NEW YORK MAGAZINE, 
IMDb, WIKIPEDIA

STORY SPONTANEOUS OVERTHINKER, Wavestorm Captain & #1 XC CHEERLEADER, Second place Kahoot champion

ILLUSTRATION OWO, uwu

Ben Shapiro
Ben Shapiro is an extremely eloquent and intellectual 
individual, and he has biceps and triceps for centuries. 
He has an incredibly sexy and dry humour. In fact, his 
humour is so dry that he has embraced dryness in every 
facet of his life — just ask his wife. 

Yeah, yeah… he IS married. But it’s facts over feelings 
babe! The FACT of the matter is that Ben Shapiro is super 
fine, so who cares about his wife’s feelings? He described 
himself as “basically a libertarian,” so there’s no rules! 
SNATCH HIM! 

Chris Pratt
Bet ya didn’t know he was a conservative, huh? Well he’s 
on this list, isn’t he? Don’t worry, he’s definitley not one of 
those entitled conservatives. In fact, he actually has a lot 
of experience working in politics and government! If you 
count seven seasons of Parks and Recreation.

He’s quite the adrenaline junkie too. One time, solely for 
kicks, he played a construction worker who seeks a life 
beyond endless work. Purely satirical, of course. Could 
you possibly imagine if he unironically empathized with 
the working class? Other than The Lego Movie, all of 
Pratt’s work perfectly and plainly reflects his beliefs. Like 
any other hunky conservative, his values are prehistoric, 
but age is just a number, so hit him up!

Alex Jones
This man is a real catch. He’s the host of a radio show, 
which means he MUST be extremely intellectual, well 
spoken, and eloquent.

He is recognized for his extraordinary qualities by the 
Southern Poverty Law Center! That’s a big deal! Yes, they 
deemed him as “the most prolific conspiracy theorist in 
contemporary America,” but the recognition itself is an 
honor! There is something about his gaze that is just… 
piercing. Ask him out! Maybe flatter him with a gift like 
some NARS concealer for those apocalyptic eyebags.

Dave Rubin
With an impressive 1.5 million subscribers on YouTube, 
Dave Rubin is the perfect man to sit down and have a nice 
chat with — if that chat is about why every single liberal 
is turning consevative of course!

Sporting the face of a mature 15-year-old boy, Dave is 
a man who really knows what he wants, unless you’re 
talking about his political ideology, then he can’t seem 
to decide. Although this hunk is married, his remarkable 
inability to remain consistent when it comes to anything 
should make that no problem at all! 

    ANSWERS
   Mostly As- Basic blue disposable mask
   Mostly Bs- Flimsy little cloth mask that your mom’s 
   friend made
   Mostly Cs- N-95
   Mostly Ds- Neck gaiter
   Equal amounts of multiple- I don’t know man, figure it out 



SPHS history teacher Gregorio Luna engaged in a 
thrilling fight with archnemesis Anthony Chan in an 

all-out battle for athletic director supremacy. Hoping to 
regain the position stolen from him two years prior, Luna 
pulled out all the stops in the most epic battle since the 
Pepper Spray Fiasco of 2019. 

Luna — who has been plotting his revenge ever since he 
realized that not being AD meant teaching more than 
one class — first attempted to steal Chan’s job by simply 
becoming him. Sporting a buzz cut, an SPHS polo shirt, 
and shorts extending far below his knees, Luna showed 
up to football practice hoping to spark confrontation. 
However, Chan, seemingly incapacitated after spending 
the previous two hours inhaling the fumes in the newly 
painted gym, failed to notice Luna’s imitation game.

Nevertheless, Luna came prepared for any scenario and  
tackled the situation head-on, literally. In classic SPHS 
fashion, Luna executed a terrible tackle and bounced off 
of Chan’s chiseled chest. The collision seemed to bring 

Chan out of his inebriated state, and he pounced on the 
opportunity to pin a downed Luna to the football field.

The ensuing dogfight quickly attracted the attention of 
the football players, which wasn’t surprising, considering 
that it closely resembled two 50 year-old Karens duking 
it out for the last ham in the supermarket. The two 
exchanged blows as they rolled around on the field like 
pigs in mud. Confused, chemistry teacher Benjamin 
Ku also stripped off his plain blue T-shirt, making 
underclassmen girls swoon.

After five minutes of the grueling slugfest, the shirtless 
Chan requested that the fight be moved to a more private 
area: the boys’ bathroom. However, upon entering, the 
two quickly left due to the awful smell emanating from 
the room: a mixture of year-old urinal cakes and the 
smell of strawberry juul pens that had yet to dissipate.

After taking a minute to recover from their boys’ 
bathroom voyage, the two resumed their fight on the 
quad. However, a pale-faced Chan was only a shadow 
of the man who had managed to fend off Luna’s earlier 
attacks. Sensing his vulnerability, Luna stole his keys 
and began singing an off-key rendition of “We Are The 
Champions” as he drove off into the night, never to be 
seen again.

STORY INDEFATIGABLY 
INDEFATIGABLE, Aunt Tim’s maid
ILLUSTRATION LIAM SERWIN, your 
worst nightmare

Balls... and track and swimming
Chan vs Luna: Battle of the generations 
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Seven of South Pas’ most awkward sports moments

PHOTOS SPICY LATINA sugar baby, PRINCESS CONSUELA BANANA HAMMOCK indecisive potato,

Real-life images of SPHS athletes when asked to put on their ‘game face’ and push their limits to the max.  

 SPONTANEOUS OVERTHINKER Wavestorm Captain, & BOATY MCBOATFACE In-house canceler

GRAPHIC I AM DAVID BLAINE, procrastinatorSPHS’ silly sports standings
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Girls basketball forfeits in worst game ever
STORY *SAD CAT NOISES*,       
wannabesenior  
ILLUSTRATION :(, clown  

The SPHS football team was found accidentally ingesting 
performance inhibiting steroids on Friday, Mar. 26. 
After years and years of loss after loss and a solid spot in 
Division 13, the team decided they needed to step up their 
game, which sadly led them to turn to immoral tactics to 
boost physical performance. 

It was not until an anti-doping investigation was 
undertaken by the SPHS athletic department and 
administration that revealed the team was taking a soy 
milk derived estrogen supplement that is used to reduce 
worrying symptoms of menopause.  

“I thought we were going to our weekly group CBT 
(Cognitive Behavioral Therapy) session,” an anonymous 
football teammate said. “Mr. Chi gave us all a supplement 
but I thought it was just the usual Organic Non GMO CBD 
Hemp pill©️that we normally take for our sore muscles. 
But now that I think about it, it makes sense that my 
jersey was fitting a little tight in the boob area.”

Upon ingestion, Jeff Chi was hoping for a drastic 
improvement in the team’s plays and was shocked to see 
that their performance actually worsened. Their wins, 
completed plays, muscle mass, and brain cells all had 
taken a catastrophic dip after they began ‘doping.’ Junior 
Noah Leider even lost 69 inches in height bringing him 
from an astounding 6 feet to nearly 4 feet 11 inches. 

“Now people just call me ‘shorty’ or Frodo, it’s plain 
humiliating,” Leider said. “They walk around and ask for 
directions to some place called Isengard. I don’t know 
where Isengard is, I’ve never watched Star Wars.”

The team’s punishment was choosen by a unanimous vote 
from all of the elderly bingo players — who financially 
back the team. It was decided that the players would be 
demoted to a sport requiring lower physical endurance 
and skill to meet their new physical state. The football 
team will now be reinstated as the schools tennis team, 
with the tennis players being demoted to marching band.

STORY OUT SICK, Hufflepuff
PHOTO VLONESEAN, full sender

Football team caught on mysterious steroids

THE ESTROGEN PILLS were the last straw 
for the history of football at SPHS. 

The girls basketball team forfeited to 
the Blair Vikings, due to a surprising 

amount of injuries, at the CIF State 
Championships on Friday, April 1. 

Both teams proved to be sadistic 
(adjective) matches for each other, with 
the Vikings mounting an impregnable 
(adjective) defense against the SPHS’ ball 
fondling (verb) skills. The first quarter 
resulted in numerous airballs, double 
dribbles, and fouls all made entirely by 
the Tigers. 

In the second quarter, the Tigers got out 
in transition to earn easy buckets. Junior 
Allysan Tse (name) grabbed a rebound, 
flew down the court, and tossed up such 
a horrible layup attempt that made Mrs. 
Jiang (teacher) lower her foam fingers 
(plural noun) and contemplate her life 
choices for a quick second.

Multiple fist fights (plural noun) broke 
out during the second quarter, tallying 
numerous fouls for the Tigers. Out of 
nowhere, junior Alyssa Chan (name) 
began illegally breakdancing (dance 
move). Suddenly, ‘TiK ToK’ by Ke$ha 
(song) blasted across the PA system. All 

the players from both teams began a call 
and response dance battle. 

A  brand-new episode of Tiger Takeaway         
(entertainment) served as halftime   
entertainment, provoking key Viking 
players to  walk off the court in disgust 
(adjective); they very much did not want 
to see us on a Monday. In the beginning 
of the third quarter, South Pas gained 
momentum, but just like the hidden 
scandals at SPHS, the Tiger offense 
mysteriously disappeared. 

A Viking nearly dunked a layup, but was 
knuckle-shuffled to the ground by Chan’s 
(plural name) cankle (body part), which 
accounted for her fifth foul. With only 
four non injured players left in the game, 
SPHS fitness beast (noun), and the third 
sexiest man alive (adjective), Andrew 
McGough (name) was forced to sub in as 
point guard, dribbling his heart up and 
down the court.

With numerous athletes and one staff 
member mutilated on the sidelines, SPHS 
felt inclined to forfeit to the Blair Vikings.

“I really thought we had the game in the 
bag,” McGough said. “I’ve trained so hard 
for an opportunity like this, I even made a 
custom jersey with a cutout of Janderson 
and I dunking on the haters.” 

How to wear a mask: SPHS athlete guide
New season, new style. Take a look at some of South Pas athletes’ favorite mask wearing styles of 2021.

The harsh UV rays of the SoCal sun can 
prove seriously harmful to any determined 
runner. Don’t let that bring you down!! 
Your plain old mask can double as a handy 
eye covering — corona who? 

With no concern for their safety, SPHS 
XC doesn’t need to see as they speed past 
their inferior competitors. Some may 
claim they snooze as they float tirelessly 
along the track… one may never know.

Cross Country (XD) 
Have you ever seen a badminton game? 
They are next-level INTENSE — birdies 
flying every which way. 

Those A+, 4.0 brains can’t risk injury, 
especially now that they are practicing 
in the ever dangerous SPHS swimming 
parking lot. No need to fear, however! 
Their masks can be pulled up in one swift 
motion, shielding their noggins from the 
dangers surrounding them. 

Lords of the Strings
Hey conservative queens! Looking for 
mask wearing inspo? Well, look no 
further! The SPHS Football team has the 
perfect style for you. 

When you’re brunching with Karens, 
#masktwin with your favorite football 
character (shown below)! 

*Reminder:  don’t forget to wear your mask 
under the nose (team recommendation)*

Fütball
These paper-thin gators double as a 
fashionable infinity scarf perfect for those 
crisp autumn evenings. 

As the players wait around for their fellow 
ballers to run the bases, they often get 
chilly. Enter: gator/infinity scarf. 

Thank the Gods for these coverings that 
can be easily transformed to create a chic 
Pinterest look.

Base-ic Pitches
STORY & PHOTOS ANONYMOUS SHREW, Fabulous Squid & ANONYMOUS LEMUR, Lactose lover 


